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Discover the Ultimate
Learning Experience:
Pukunui's LMS

Pukunui, a leading provider of the world's best open-source
LMS, helps make your organisation's training better with
our easy-to-use platform. Enjoy expert help, personalised
branding, hosting, support, and smooth integrations for
successful learning.

Leverage course creation, progress tracking, and
tool integration for time-saving efficiency and goal-
driven growth. 

Boost your Productivity with our LMS

Ensure data safety with SSL encryption, regular
backups, and role-based access controls in our
secure learning environment. 

Secure & Protected: Safeguard Your Data

Experience smooth, intuitive learning using the latest
technology, mobile compatibility, and seamless
integrations, tailored for training managers and
online administrators.

Advanced Tech for Efficient Learning



Unlock the Full Potential of
Your Online Courses with our
Feature-Rich LMS:
Course Creation & Management: Easily create engaging
online courses with our user-friendly interface. Include
multimedia, quizzes, and assignments for interactive
learning.

User Management & Enrolment: Effortlessly manage users,
enrolments, and progress. Choose from self, manual, or
bulk enrolment for full control.

Progress Tracking & Reporting: Monitor students' progress
with real-time reports. Track scores, completed sections,
and performance insights.

Custom Branding & Design: Personalise your platform with
unique branding and designs. Choose themes and colours
to reflect your brand.

Integration with Other Tools: Connect your LMS to tools
like Google Drive, Zoom, and Microsoft Teams for improved
workflow and productivity.
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Versatile Solutions for
Different Learning Needs

Enable your employees to receive training and
professional development in an engaging and
interactive environment, without the need for
travel or time off.

Corporate Training

Online Schools and Universities

Continuing Education & Professional
Development

Enable professionals to keep up with the
latest trends, technologies, and practices in
their fields, and earn certifications to boost
their careers.

Help students learn and grow with a
comprehensive and user-friendly platform that

supports all types of courses, assessments,
and certifications.



What are the Advantages of e-
Learning in Corporate Settings?
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The use of e-learning in corporate settings offers many benefits for
both employees and employers. Some of the most notable
advantages include:

e-Learning allows employees to access course materials
and complete assignments on their own schedules, from
any location with an internet connection.

Increased Flexibility:

e-Learning can reduce the cost of training programs, as
there is no need to pay for travel, lodging, or other
expenses associated with traditional, in-person training.

Lower Training Costs:

e-Learning allows employees to review material and
complete assignments at their own pace, helping to
ensure that they retain the information they have learned.

Improved Employee Retention:
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What are the Advantages of e-
Learning in University Settings?

The use of e-learning in university settings offers many benefits for
both students and instructors. Some of the most notable advantages
include:

e-Learning enables access to materials and assignments
from anywhere with internet, offering significant benefits to
remote students or those with disabilities.

Increased Accessibility:

e-Learning platforms frequently feature collaboration and
communication tools like discussion forums, instant
messaging, and virtual meetings, enriching the educational
experience for students.

Improved Interaction:

e-Learning enables students to finish coursework at their
own pace, offering significant benefits to those with part-
or full-time jobs or other responsibilities.

Increased Convenience:
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Real Success Stories
Don't just take our word for it, hear from satisfied

customers who have seen the impact our LMS has had on
their businesses and organisations:

Arif Fahmi Bin Adnan - 
Senior Executive, Academic
Management & Development
at the University of Cyberjaya

The topics covered in the
training appear to be relevant
and essential for anyone who
wants to use the LMS
effectively. 

The course setup and student
assignment sections, for
example, help participants
understand how to create and
manage courses and assign
students to these courses. 

The discussion on assessment
tools and content editing also
helps participants learn how to
upload assignments, quizzes,
tutorials, and other course
content onto the LMS. 

Ms Putri’s way of delivery
which was layback and well-
prepared made it easy to
understand. 

Overall, it seems that the LMS
101 training was well-designed
and informative, and
participants found it helpful in
their LMS usage.



Modern and user-friendly interface: The interface is
designed to be both responsive and accessible, making
it easy to navigate on desktop and mobile devices.

Personalised My course page: Keep track of your
current, past, and future courses with ease.

See-at-a-glance Timeline: Stay up-to-date with
deadlines and calendar events with a convenient
dashboard view.

Collaborative tools and activities: Work and learn
together in forums, wikis, glossaries, and more.

Convenient file management: Drag and drop files from
cloud storage services such as OneDrive, Dropbox, and
Google Drive.

Simple and intuitive text editors: Choose from Atto or
TinyMCE editor to format text and more.

Notifications: Receive automatic alerts on new
assignments and deadlines, forum posts, and more.
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General Features

Track progress: Educators and learners
can track progress and completion with

an array of options.



Customisable site design and layout: Easily customise
Our LMS with your own logo, colour scheme, and much
more.

Secure authentication and mass enrolment: Over 50
authentication and enrolment options to add and enrol
users.

Multilingual capability: Allow users to view course
content in their own language.

Bulk course creation and easy backup: Add courses in
bulk and back up large courses with ease.

Manage user roles and permissions: Define roles to
specify and manage user access.

Supports open standards: Import and export IMS-LTI,
SCORM courses, and more.

Simple plugin management: Install and disable plugins
within a single admin interface.

Regular security updates: Our LMS is regularly updated
with the latest security patches.
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Administrative Features

Detailed reporting and logs: View and
generate course and site-wide reports.
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Course Features

Direct learning paths: Design and manage courses to
meet various requirements.

Embed external resources: Teach materials from other
sites and connect to the grade book.

Multimedia Integration: Easily search for and insert
video and audio files in your courses.

Group management: Group learners share courses,
differentiate activities, and facilitate teamwork.

Marking workflow: Conveniently assign different
markers to assignments, manage grade moderation,
and control when marks are released.

In-line marking: Review and provide in-line feedback by
annotating files directly within the browser.

Peer and self-assessment: Encourage learners to view,
grade, and assess their own and other course
members' work as a group.

Integrated Badges: Motivate learners and reward
participation and achievement with customised
Badges.

Competency-based marking: Set up
competencies with personal learning
plans across courses and activities.



Our Process
How we provide value to your business

- After you contact us
Thanks! Good choice. We'll send you an initial
email to understand the problems you would
like us to solve. Once we have an idea of how
we can help, we'll organise a sharing session.

01 - Requirements

- Let's talk
Our team will then carry out a detailed
demonstration, ready for you to ask
questions. Here, we'll also help you refine your
needs.

02 - Presentation

- A tailored solution
We will then provide a tailored solution, along with
a proposal. Once we're both happy we'll send you
a formal quotation. 

03 - Proposal

- Ready set go!
Now that you have approved the proposal, we
can start to work on providing you with a
customised solution that is perfect for your
business.

04 - Development
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Pukunui: Your Trusted Partner
for Efficient and Effective e-
Learning Solutions

Pukunui is a leading LMS hosting company in Malaysia
that provides powerful and user-friendly e-learning
systems to universities, corporates, and governments.

Whether you're a seasoned
educator, an administrator, or
simply someone looking to
enhance your learning
experience, our LMS has the
tools and features you need to
succeed.

If you are looking for a
reliable and efficient LMS
hosting solution, request a

demo or contact us today to
find out how we can help you

manage your e-learning
system with confidence.

Level 13A, Wisma Mont Kiara, No 1 Jalan
Kiara, Mont Kiara, Kuala Lumpur, 50480,

Malaysia
 

(03) 8408 1894
hello.my@pukunui.com  

 


